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We developed a computer model to understand the nonequilibrium structures induced in a magnetorheo-
logical ~MR! fluid by rapidly applying an external magnetic field. MR fluids consist of particles suspended in
a liquid where particles interact through dipole moments induced by the external magnetic field. We have
simulated these induced structures in both directions, parallel and perpendicular to the field, in the limit of
fastest response, by neglecting thermal motion and applying the field instantaneously. Our results show that the
process of structure formation starts with particles forming chains aligned with the external field. The chains
then coalesce to form columns and wall-like structures~‘‘worms’’ as viewed from the top!. The complexity of
this pattern is found to depend on the concentration of particles and the confinement of the cell in the direction
of the external field. These results are consistent with experimental observations@G.A. Floreset al., in Pro-
ceedings of the Fifth International Conference on ER Fluids, MR Suspensions, and Associated Technology,
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, July 1995, edited by W. Bullough~World Scientific, Singapore, 1996!, p.
140#. We have also used this model to study the interaction of two chains. The results of this study help in the
understanding of the connection between the thickness of the sample and the increased complexity of the
observed lateral pattern.@S1063-651X~96!09011-3#

PACS number~s!: 83.80.Gv, 61.20.Ja, 61.90.1d, 82.70.Dd

INTRODUCTION

Magnetorheological~MR! fluids, in general, consist of
micrometer-size particles such as iron oxide suspended in a
host medium such as water or oil@1–3#. Without an external
magnetic field, these particles have no permanent dipole mo-
ments and therefore are in Brownian motion. Application of
an external magnetic field induces a magnetic dipole moment
in each particle. Thus the particles interact through the in-
duced magnetic dipole moments. Depending on their posi-
tions, they can attract or repel one another. As a result of this
interaction, a structure is formed that eventually freezes in
space, as the applied magnetic field increases. This system is
similar to electrorheological~ER! fluids, where an electric
dipole moment is induced in each dielectric particle sus-
pended in a liquid by application of an external electric field
@4–7#. The dramatic increase and reversibility of the viscos-
ity of the ER and MR fluids with the application of the
external field has made these systems of great potential for
industrial applications@8–10#.

Experimental research in the study of the field-induced
structures in the ER and MR fluids so far have been mostly
limited to the case of equilibrium state, where the external
field is applied slowly@2,3,11–13#. In these studies, for the
case of a rapidly increasing field@14#, the cell thickness is
either very small or extremely large, as in the case of ER
fluids @15,16#. Most simulation studies reported in the litera-
ture, on the other hand, have been performed for the ER
fluids, where a periodic boundary condition is applied in all
directions @17–20#. This boundary condition is consistent

with the ER fluid experiments because conducting bound-
aries are used. Due to image charges, chain lengths are
equivalently infinite. In MR fluid experiments where coils
are used to apply the magnetic field and the sample is con-
fined by nonferrous materials~glass!, image dipoles analo-
gous to those in ER fluids do not exist. Therefore, a finite
boundary in the direction of the applied field is present and
one can study the effect of cell confinement on the structures
formed. While many researchers have done valuable work in
simulating structure formations in ER fluids@17–20#, includ-
ing effects of thermal motion and hydrodynamic interactions,
and have identified many of the structural features of these
materials, a simulation with a different boundary condition is
required for MR fluids that are not bounded by high perme-
ability materials.

When the field is applied slowly, the thermal motion of
the particles allows the particles to find their lowest-energy
configuration, which is a system of chains and columns
~multiple chains attached in parallel! @3,5,15#. In this case the
thermal motion plays a significant role in the structure for-
mation and must be included in the model. However, when
the field is applied rapidly the magnetic interaction of the
particles dominates their random thermal motion. Under
these conditions, as observed in experiments with ferrofluid
emulsions@1#, particles quickly interlock into a complex
labyrinthine structure with complexity depending on the
boundary condition and sample concentration. This nonequi-
librium structure, induced with the fast application of the
field has received little attention both experimentally and
theoretically.
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We have undertaken this study in an attempt to under-
stand these experimentally observed complex structures.
Here we report the results of computer simulation of MR
fluids when the external field is applied instantaneously. Our
model is in qualitative agreement with the experimental ob-
servations. First, there are two distinct time scales: a fast one
for the formation of chains and a slower one for the forma-
tion of labyrinthine structure. Second, we confirm a direct
correlation between the sample thickness and the complexity
of the pattern as observed in the direction of the applied
field.

Furthermore, the simple model used here reveals that the
chain-chain interaction depends sensitively on the relative
shift along the chain direction. The attractive-interaction
range for chain coarsening depends on the chain length,
which explains the dependence of structure complexity on
cell thickness and particle volume fraction. One of the ad-
vantages of using MR fluids with nonmagnetic boundaries
over ER fluids is the flexibility in changing the chain length
by varying sample cell thickness. Although similar labyrin-
thine structures have been observed in ER fluids@11#, to our
knowledge these structures have not been the focus of any
theoretical study so far.

MODEL

To compare with the experimental results, we consider a
monodisperse suspension of spherical particles in water. All
the particles have a radiusa, with a magnetic permeability
m5m0(11x), wherex is the magnetic susceptibility of the
particles. When there is no external magnetic field, the par-
ticles are randomly distributed throughout the volume. Ap-
plication of a uniform external magnetic fieldBe induces a
magnetic moment in each particle. As in other simulations
@17–20#, we consider the dipole approximation.

If we ignore the magnetic susceptibility of water,
the induced dipole moment ism5(4pa3/m0)@(m2m0)/(m
12m0)]Be ~mks!, which is in the same direction as the ap-
plied field, i.e., the direction of thez axis. This means that
the force acting on each particle due to the external field is
zero. However, there is a force acting on each particle as a
result of the sum of the magnetic fields of all the other par-
ticles in the surrounding liquid. The three components of the
force of particlei on particlej are given in

Fx,i j52
3Qxi j
r i j
5 F5zi j2r i j2 21G ,

Fy,i j52
3Qyi j
r i j
5 F5zi j2r i j2 21G ,

Fz,i j52
3Qzi j
r i j
5 F5zi j2r i j2 23G , ~1!

where xi j5xi2xj , yi j5yi2yj , zi j5zi2zj , r i j
5Axi j21yi j

21zi j
2 , andQ5(4pa6/m0)@x/(x13)#2Be

2 . Here
we have also ignored the effect of the dipole field of the
surrounding particles on the induced dipole moment. This

approximation is valid for low external fields, which is the
case in experiments (B<400 G!. The equation of motion for
the i th particles is

m
d2r i
dt2

1D
dr i
dt

5Fi , ~2!

wherem is the mass of each particle,r i is the position vector
of the i th particle,Fi5( jFi j1Fi

r is the total force acting on
the i th particle, andD56pah is the Stokes drag coefficient
for a solid sphere, of radiusa, moving in a liquid with vis-
cosityh.

In the expression for the force,Fi
r5Fi (wall)

r 1Fi (hard sphere)
r

is a strong repulsive force with two components, which we
have introduced to account for the effect of the walls of the
container and the hard spherical particles. If we consider a
volume with the size ofLx , Ly , andLz , the repulsive force
of the walls are calculated from

Fi ~wall!
r 5

3QB2

8a4
@e240~zi /a21!1e240[~Lz2zi !/a21]#. ~3!

In the experiments, the field is applied in thez direction to a
cell thickness ofLz . There are no walls in thex and y
directions; therefore, in these directions a periodic boundary
condition is used. This repulsive force rapidly drops to zero
as a particle is moved away from the walls and it increases
exponentially if its surface penetrates into the wall. The sec-
ond component inFi

r is a similar repulsive force between all
the particles to simulate a hard-sphere interaction between
them when in contact. This force is calculated from

Fi ~hard sphere!
r 5(

j
F3QB28a4

e240~r i j /2a21!G . ~4!

Since we are interested in the rapid application of the
field, we have ignored the random Brownian motion of the
particles. This is because the magnetic energy (Wm) quickly
dominates the thermal energy (KT) of the particles, which
corresponds to a coupling constant@1–3# l5Wm /KT@1. It
has been suggested by Halsey and Toor@22# that even when
the interaction strength is large, the Brownian motion can
play a significant role in structure formation. This effect is
not directly because of thermal rearrangement of individual
particles, but because of the modification of the long-range
chain-chain interaction. According to Ref.@22#, this
fluctuation-induced long-range interaction is important when
chain separation is of the order of the fluctuation wavelength
in the chains. The lowest-energy fluctuation wavelength is
equal to the chain length. Then, given the same chain length
in a dilute sample, where the chain separation is larger, this
effect is more significant compared to a concentrated sample
where the chain separation is much smaller than the chain
length. We have previously used Halsey and Toor’s theory
successfully to explain our experimental data with 3% vol-
ume fraction@21,23#. In this work, however, we are simulat-
ing a volume fraction of 10%, where the chain separation is
smaller. Therefore, the effect of the direct dipolar interaction
is more significant than the thermally induced fluctuations in
chains.
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We can integrate Eq.~2! exactly for a short-time interval
t by assuming that this time step is short enough so that the
forceFi remains constant for all particles. The change in the
position vector of thei th particle is then given by

Dr i5
Fi
D

t1
m

D S FiD 2V0i De2Dt/m. ~5!

HereV0i is the velocity of thei th particle at the beginning of
the time intervalt. The final velocity of the particle at the
end of the time intervalt can be found from

Vt i5
Fi
D

1SV0i2
Fi
D De2Dt/m. ~6!

We now proceed to calculate the new position of all the
particles in a stepwise manner by using the final velocity
Vt i as the initial velocity in the next time step. Note that
Fi /D is the terminal velocity of the particle and that the
exponential terms in Eqs.~5! and ~6!, which represent the
effect of acceleration, quickly vanish with time. Therefore,
the effect of acceleration can be ignored for time steps of the
order of microseconds, sincem/D'1028 s. Thus, instead of
using Eq.~5!, we can calculate the new position of the par-
ticle from

Dr i5
Fi
D

t. ~7!

We start by placing particles in the volume at random
positions. Att50 the magnetic field is turned on. The new
position for all the particles is calculated after the time inter-
val of t. This time interval is automatically adjusted to en-
sure optimum simulation time. The process is repeated until
the magnitude of the displacement vector for all the particles
is less than a predetermined value.

RESULTS

Initially the particles are placed in the volume at random
positions. Figure 1~a! shows the top and side views of a
volume of 23235 mm3 at t50, before the application of
the field. In this simulation volume there are a total of 478
spherical particles with a diameter of 0.2mm each. This
corresponds to a volume fraction off50.1. Figure 1~b!
shows the top and side views of the same simulation at
t514 ms. After a magnetic field of 400 G (l536) is applied
instantaneously, the particles attract or repel one another de-
pending on their positions. Small chains are formed quickly,
aligned with the applied magnetic field. In less than 2 ms
these small chains are connected and longer chains are
formed. The chains may then attract or repel one another
depending on their lengths, separations, and relative vertical
positions. This process is much slower and may take from
several tens of milliseconds to 1 s, depending on the thick-
ness of the cell. Eventually, a steady state is reached and a
complex pattern is formed, which can be viewed in the di-
rection of the field, as shown in Fig. 1~b!.

When the field is applied rapidly in a thin cell
(Lz;20a), after reaching steady state, single separated
chains are observed in a nearly hexagonal lattice. As the cell
thickness is increased separate columns are observed. For
thicker samples, however, more complex patterns can be ob-
served in the lateral direction. In such a case the chains form
vertical sheets that are generally curved and branched.
Viewed in the direction of the field, they appear labyrinthine,
as shown in Fig. 2. For a given volume fraction the complex-
ity increases as the thickness of the sample~chain length!
increases. The same behavior is observed when the volume
fraction is increased. This is consistent with the experimental
observations@1#.

In order to characterize the complexity of the observed
pattern, we define two parameters: the vertical connectivity
(CV) and the horizontal connectivity (CH). Here connectiv-
ity is defined as the ratio of the total number of contact

FIG. 1. Top and side views of a 23235 mm3 volume. The
dimensions are given in micrometers. There are 478 particles. The
volume fraction is 0.1. The particle size is 0.2mm. ~a! Initially
particles are randomly positioned.~b! 14 ms after the application of
the external magnetic field~400 G! the structure has been formed.

FIG. 2. The labyrinthine pattern is more apparent when a larger
cross section is viewed. Here the simulated volume is 53535
mm3. The dimensions are given in micrometers. The particle size
and volume fraction are the same as in Fig. 1. An external magnetic
field of 400 G is applied instantaneously.
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points among all the particles divided by the number of par-
ticles minus one, which is a statistical average of the number
of contact points per particle. Two particles are considered to
be in contact if their gap is less than 5% of their diameter.
Two particles are considered to be in vertical contact if the
center to center line is within 30° on either side from the
vertical direction and they are considered to be in horizontal
contact if the center to center line is within 60° on either side
from the horizontal plane.

The value ofCV reflects the degree to which chains have
formed. For example, if all particles form one vertical chain
we would haveCV51, which is the maximum value it can
have, and in this caseCH50. The value ofCH reflects the
complexity of the structure in the lateral direction. Since in
this direction a particle can make contact with more than two
other particles, the maximum value ofCH can be greater
than one. For example, for a two-dimensional lattice of
hexagonal-close-packed sheet of particles in a horizontal
plane, we would haveCH53 andCV50.

Figure 3 shows the calculatedCV andCH , from our simu-
lation, as a function of sample thickness in the direction of
the applied field. Here an area of 131 mm2 in the lateral
direction is considered, with the cell thickness changing from
1 to 16mm. The particle size is 0.2mm andf50.1 for all
calculations. We can see thatCV is essentially constant. This
means that the formation of chains is independent of the
thickness of the cell. In all casesCV reaches 0.97 in less than
2 ms. This also suggests that the time scale for the formation
of chains is independent of the cell thickness. This is not the
case, however, for the structure in the lateral direction. As
the cell thickness is increased the lateral complexity in-
creases. Furthermore, it takes a much longer time for the
structure to form. In other words, saturation time increases
with the cell thickness and it is several tens of milliseconds
for the range of cell thicknesses considered here. This is
consistent with experimental measurement@21# done at
f50.03.

In order to understand the relation between the cell thick-
ness and the lateral complexity of the observed patterns, we
first consider the simplest case: the interaction of two chains.

Two parallel chains of equal length with no vertical shift
repel one another, independent of their lengths. Obviously, in
this case it is not possible for chains to coalesce and form
any aggregates. For two infinitely long chains with a relative
shift of an odd number of particle radius~which are called-
off registered positions!, the interaction between two straight
chains is short ranged but attractive@7#. They will aggregate
to form body-centered-tetragonal lattice as in the case of ER
fluids @6#. However, for two parallel chains with finite chain
lengths in an off-registered position, they may either attract
or repel one another depending on the length of the chain,
relative shift, and their horizontal separation. This is because
of the existence of the additional repulsion between mono-
poles at the ends of the chains. The shorter the chain lengths,
the more important the repulsive force at their ends. There-
fore, for MR fluids in confined geometry without permeable
boundaries, the structures formed are different from that ob-
served in ER fluids. Instead of one aggregation, they are
separated when chains are short~ten or fewer particles per
chain! and separated columns for longer length where the
column width increases with the chain length@3#. The repul-
sive force between monopoles at the ends of columns bal-
ance the attractive force between the rest of the chains. When
permeable boundaries are used, the effective chain length
goes to infinity. Separated phases of solid and liquid will be
formed as in the case of ER fluids.

In the rest of the paper, we will concentrate on two-chain
aggregation with finite chain length, which is a region that is
not yet fully understood. We found that when the interaction
of two chains is attractive, they first bend from the middle.
They then make contact from the middle and the attachment
propagates along the length of the two chains, towards both
ends of the chains. This motion is similar to the way two
sides of a zipper attach to one another. Although observed in
experiments, attachment patterns for two chains in a helical
form was never observed in our simulation.

FIG. 3. Unitless horizontal and vertical connectivities plotted
versus the thickness of the cell in units of particle diameter. The
particle size and volume fraction are the same as in Fig. 1. An
external magnetic field of 400 G is applied instantaneously.

FIG. 4. Complete attachment time (ta) of two parallel chains in
milliseconds versus their relative vertical shift (S) in units of par-
ticle diameter. The chains are 40 particles long. The particle diam-
eter is 0.2mm. An external magnetic field of 400 G is applied
instantaneously. Infinite time means that the chains repel one an-
other. The fine line in this figure connects all the points that corre-
spond to the off-registered initial positions.
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Figure 4 is a plot of the time for the complete attachment
of two chains (ta), as a function of their relative vertical shift
(S), which is changed from zero to the full length of each
chain. Both chains are 40 particles long where the particle
diameter is 0.2mm. Initially the two straight chains are
placed in a large volume~no confinement! at a separation
(r ) of 0.34mm and at a shiftS. No other particle is present
and the periodic boundary condition in the model is turned
off. At time t50 the magnetic field is turned on and the
movement of the particles is followed until the attachment is
complete. Notice that in this calculation both chains are free
to bend as a result of their interaction. A short attachment
time indicates a stronger attractive force and a long attach-
ment time indicates a weaker attractive force between the
two chains, while a repulsive interaction between two chains
results in an infinite attachment time. The most striking fea-
ture of the curve in Fig. 4 is the oscillations in attachment
time asS increases. Similar peaks may be expected to exist
in the potential energy of the two chains as a function ofS.
All the peaks in the first half of the curve correspond to an
S that is an even number of particle radius (a). This is when
the centers of the particles in both chains are on the same
horizontal plane. We call this a registered position for the
two chains. All the valleys in the first half of the curve cor-
respond to anS that is an odd number ofa. These are called
off-registered positions. In an off-registered position at
t50, two chains attract one another strongly at this given
initial separation. A typical attachment time of 10–20 ms is
observed. In registered positions att50, however, two
chains repel one another. They may never get together, as the
first four infinite peaks in Fig. 4 show. On the other hand, as
S increases each chain experiences a net force along the
chain direction, which slides them into an off-registered po-
sition. Then they attract each other as displayed by the peaks
at S55–20 in Fig. 4.

In the second half of the curve in Fig. 4 we find a very
interesting and unexpected result. When the two chains are
initially at an off-registered position there is a weaker attrac-
tive interaction shown as peaks. The stronger attractive in-
teraction corresponds to the registered positions. This is
shown by the thin line, which connects only the points that
correspond to the off-registered initial positions. For
S,L/2 all the minimas in the attachment time correspond to
the off-registered positions. However, as the fine line in Fig.
4 shows, forS.L/2 the off-registered positions correspond
to the maxima in the attachment time. This means that for
S.L/2 two chains experience a stronger attractive force
compared to the off-registered positions. This is in spite of
the fact that in registered positions, particles in two chains
initially repel one another. At first, this result seems against
our intuition. We can understand it, however, from the fol-
lowing discussion.

When two chains are initially in an off-registered posi-
tion, they experience a force with two components: a lateral
attraction and a vertical sliding. WithS.L/2, the vertical
sliding force is stronger than the case ofS,L/2. Further-
more, the direction of the sliding force alternates if the two
chains move from one off-registered position to the next reg-
istered position. In the case where the initial position is off
registered, the two chains start at the bottom of a valley in
the lateral direction of their potential curve. As the chains

slide vertically in the direction of decreasingS, they move
out of the lateral attractive valley in their potential curve,
approaching a registered position. In order to get attracted
they must go over one peak in the potential curve to fall into
the next attractive valley~next off-registered position!. The
system must go over one hill to fall into the next valley. This
process takes longer time. This happens when the sliding
force is large, which is the case withS.L/2. Indeed, in this
case final attached positions have a relative shift which is
reduced by one particle. On the other hand, when two chains
are initially in registered positions, they experience an initial
sliding force and a lateral repulsive force. As they slide away
from one another in the direction of increasingS, they arrive
at an off-registered position. Their lateral repulsive compo-
nent turns into a strong attractive force. In this case the two
chains start at the top of a peak in their potential curve and
fall directly to the first valley when they attach. This takes
less time.

When the two chains are shifted vertically by their entire
lengths, once attached, they form a single chain, 80 particles
long, which gives the shortest attachment time. We can also
see from Fig. 4 that aroundS5L/2 the attachment time is
short and insensitive to the variations ofS, indicating a
strong attractive force. The strongest attractive interaction
corresponds toS<10 only at off-registered positions. This
explains the conical shapes at both ends of each column ob-
served in experiments@2,3#. In summary, at this initial hori-
zontal separationr50.34 mm, the two chains basically at-
tract each other, except at a few positions where their initial
relative vertical shift is small and the chains are in registered
positions.

However, even at off-registered positions where the two
chains are attracted at close range, there is a distance beyond
which the interaction force becomes repulsive. If we now
keep the vertical shift constant and increase their horizontal
separation, they will reach a distance where the attraction
turns into repulsion. We call this separation the escape dis-
tance (r e). This result suggests that in addition to many
peaks and valleys in the vertical direction, the interaction
potential of two chains must have a maximum, at the escape

FIG. 5. Qualitative form of the interaction potential (U) of two
parallel chains in arbitrary units, as a function of their distance
(r ) in units of particle diameter.
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distance, in the lateral direction. There is also a minimum
where the two chains are in contact. We can imagine that the
interaction potential between two chains, as a function of
their separation, has the qualitative form shown in Fig. 5.
The infinite potential atr52a in Fig. 5 is due to the hard-
sphere interaction between particles. The exact shape of this
interaction potential depends on the length of the two chains
and the amount of their relative vertical shift.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the escape distance on
the chain length, obtained from the simulation of two chains.
The vertical shift in this case is constant at one particle ra-
dius, corresponding to an off-registered position. From the
data we can see that the escape distance increases with the
chain length. If the average distance between chains is
greater than the escape distance, fewer chains coalesce and
the resulting pattern is basically separated chains. If we re-
duce chain separation to within escape distance, by increas-
ing volume fraction, more chains attract each other and sepa-
rated aggregations form. This is what is observed in
experiments@1#.

The same behavior in structure formation is observed as
the cell thickness increases. For a given volume fraction, the
average chain separation is fixed and is independent of chain
length. Thin cells allow only short chains to form and thicker
cells allow longer chains to form. Since the escape distance
increases with chain length, short chains repel each other and
form separated single chains. Long chains attract one another
and aggregate. For example, with a volume fraction of 0.1,
the average chain separation isr av;a/Af51.5832a. From
Fig. 6, this means that chains with lengths less than 25 par-
ticles in diameter would repel each other and form separate
chains. Longer chains attract one another and form aggre-
gates. The longer the chains, the larger the aggregates. This
also explains what is observed in the experiments@3,4# when
the field is applied slowly: the diameter of the columns in-
creases with the cell thickness. The shape of aggregation
depends on how fast the chains approach each other during
the aggregation process.

In this work we also found, in agreement with the experi-

mental observations@1#, that the aggregation complexity of
the lateral structure increases with the thickness of the cell.
This arises from the fact that the chain-chain interaction po-
tential has a maximum as shown in Fig. 5. For a given ver-
tical shift, we showed that longer chains begin to attract one
another at a greater distance, as they approach each other
from far away. In a system where there are multitudes of
chains of random length, position, and relative vertical shift,
the total potential energy of the system can easily be imag-
ined to have many local minima and maxima. When the field
is applied rapidly, the system may get trapped in one of the
local minima, which quickly becomes deep enough so that it
cannot be overcome by the thermal energy of the particles.
Since chains approach one another from random positions,
they stick to one another~being trapped in local minima!
also from random angles. Therefore, the observed labyrin-
thine pattern results from this equilibrium aggregation pro-
cess. The longer the chains, the more chains are within the
escape distance that attract each other. Thus more possible
angles or ways exist for the chains to approach the aggrega-
tion center. A larger and more complex pattern is therefore
produced. On the other hand, with slow ramping up of the
applied field, the potential energy grows gradually. The ther-
mal motion of the particles will have a chance to kick the
system out of the local minima before they develop into big
barriers. A global energy minimum thus can be reached that
results in the experimentally observed columnar structures
@2,3#.

SUMMARY

We have developed a computer model to understand the
nonequilibrium structures induced in a magnetorheological
fluid by an external magnetic field. Our model clearly shows
that there are two distinct time scales for the structure for-
mation in the vertical and horizontal direction. By neglecting
thermal motion and applying the field instantaneously, how-
ever, we obtain only the limit of fastest response to the ap-
plied magnetic field. In this limit, our simulations show that
chains are formed within 2 ms. Our study indicates that this
time is independent of the cell thickness. The time scale for
the aggregation of chains, however, can be up to three orders
of magnitudes longer. This is the time it takes for the par-
ticles to interlock in a motionless state. Our study confirms
the direct dependence of this time on the cell thickness, as
seen in experiments@1#. Our simulations of the interaction of
two chains shows the importance of chain length and relative
vertical shift in determining the attachment time and interac-
tion range between chains during coarsening. From this we
begin to understand the dependence of complexity of the
nonequilibrium structure on the cell thickness.
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FIG. 6. Distance beyond which two chains repel (r e , escape
distance!, plotted versus chain length (L), both in units of particle
diameter. The vertical shift (S) in this case is equal to one particle
radius for all the points. Under the curve, two chains attract; above
the curve they repel one another. The particle diameter is 0.2mm.
An external magnetic field of 400 G is applied instantaneously.
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